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The Annihilate Me Series: Boxed Set includes Vols. 1-4 at a sharply discounted price! It features

over 200,000 words and comes in at nearly 700 pages. Each volume was a #1  best-seller.

Ã‚Â Description: The business of love is dangerous. Ã‚Â For Jennifer Kent, a recent MBA graduate

who has been searching for work in Manhattan for four long months, time and money are running

out. If she doesn&apos;t find work soon, she&apos;ll need to return to her native Maine, where the

job situation is even more bleak. Ã‚Â And where her abusive parents lie in wait. Ã‚Â But when an

unorthodox arrangement is proposed, Jennifer decides to take it. She agrees to be the "girlfriend" of

Alexander Wenn, the reluctant, billionaire CEO of Wenn Enterprises, who is so devastatingly good

looking, he needs a beautiful woman like Jennifer on his arm to "keep the wolves at bay." Ã‚Â In

this case, the wolves are other women, all of whom vie for his attention so aggressively, they keep

him from focusing on business at the exclusive events he must attend. Ã‚Â It&apos;s there that

deals are cut. What they want is his money and his power. Damaged by a past event, the only thing

Alex wants to do is focus on work. And to forget the past. Ã‚Â But can Jennifer deny their white-hot

chemistry? Ã‚Â As she&apos;s swept into this glittering otherworld of society and big business, she

finds herself struggling to keep from falling for Alex, an almost impossible feat she nevertheless

must meet. Ã‚Â Armed with her MBA, Jennifer Kent knows about business. But what she

doesn&apos;t know is what could destroy her--the business of protecting her own heart. Ã‚Â And

maybe her own life when it&apos;s put on the line time and again.
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This Book was a complete surprise. I put off reading it for a really long time because I had a false

perception of what it was about. I could not remember why I bought it, but remembered I got a deal

on it.Today, I told myself that I would start it, and if it turned out to be crap, I would just remove it

from my Kindle. It took the entire day, but I could not put it down. I was so pleasantly surprised and

entertained.I absolutely loved Blackwell. The difference between Blackwell in her first appearance

and subsequent Blackwell, was a hoot. Never saw it coming.I liked Jennifer. She seemed much

more mature than someone in the mid-twenties, but that could be due to her background. I loved the

friendship between Jennifer and Lisa, the loyalty and honesty.Watching Alex and Jennifer's

relationship unfold made for a very unexpected journey. For some reason, I expected this to be full

of sex scenes. They had a relationship that built and developed as the book moved forward. Do not

get me wrong, there are sex scenes. Some more detailed than others, but this book is mostly about

their relationship and overcoming adversity.Alex seemed to be so grounded and patient. He waited

while Jennifer worked out her issues and didn't force anything on her.I also have to admit that I had

a suspicion about the person wreaking havoc in Alex and Jennifer's lives, but that wasn't until

almost the very end. Actually, right before the big reveal.To be honest, I do not know if I would have

enjoyed this book as much if I had read it one volume at a time. In fact, I KNOW that I probably

would not have gone past the first book. Having all four volumes in one book is a definite selling

point for me.I enjoyed reading this so much that I am going to purchase the holiday book, and move

on to Lisa and Tank's book.

I have a new family that includes these additions! This story is so amazing that I have read the

series least 12 times from beginning to end. Each character is important to the development of the

story. Blackwell is a mother figure to each of the main characters. She imparts wisdom, gives love

unconditionally and adds continuous humor throughout the story while her own heart is healing. I

enjoyed the way that Alex was so confident of his feelings for Jennifer but I felt that it was unrealistic



of Jennifer's character to give herself to Alex for the first time, yet was unwilling to refer to him as

her boyfriend. Lisa and Tank fell in love at a snail's pace (that's not a problem, slow is good). I wish

they had more interaction in the story. The shopping for Couture in Bergdorf Goodman was always

hilarious as well as the back and forth between Jennifer and Tootie! This series is a favorite and a

must read.

This was such a delight ... reading four novels in which the lead characters were so finely drawn, the

secondary characters equally superbly presented, the dialogue was intelligent and witty (and

caused me to laugh many times), and the tension was thick enough to be cut with a knife. Who

dunnit? I didn't figure it out until just before the big reveal, and that was a wowzer.The progression

of Alex and Jennifer from "hello" to "I love you" was so very well told. The situations in which each

found himself/herself were believable. The details of surroundings, business situations, couture,

attitudes, gatherings, etc., was a splendid backdrop to this lovely romance. I especially enjoyed it

when Jennifer would share her business sense ... obviously, Ms. Ross is well versed in the

corporate world.If they were real, I would love to meet Ms. Blackwell and Bernie ... a formidable

duo!Christina Ross has a fan in me. I am looking forward to reading more by this talented author,

and have begun the holiday edition, which has had me guffawing several times already.Do yourself

a favor: if you enjoy romance with intrigue and wit, get this omnibus and the holiday edition. You'll

not regret it.

I enjoyed this immensely! It was a refreshing departure from all the sex at the drop of a hat books

that are out there, though I do enjoy those too. I loved the way the author developed Alex &

Jennifer's relationship, a slower pace then I'm used to in those 'other' books, but more realistic. The

only criticism I have, be it a small one, is when Alex barked "Now!" (2 times!) in their first intimate

encounter, it threw me off and then had me laughing hysterically! I'm sure that's not what the author

had in mind! But all in all, I enjoyed!

Read the whole series and loved it! Jennifer is a strong heroine, not messed up like in too many of

today's romances. She's smart and educated and she holds her own with Alex, even though he's a

billionaire. She doesn't care about his money. The development of Alex and Jennifer's love is

beautiful and very romantic, and it's not all about the sex--although there's plenty of sex here, and

believe me, it's scorching hot!!!LOVE Blackwell. She's hilarious, and loveable, and super sharp!

You'll never forget her...Jennifer's best friend Lisa is fun too. I'm looking forward to reading Lisa's



love story with Tank in the Unleash Me series next. Christina Ross, you have a new fan in me!
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